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Abstract. Password authentication, which is widely used for authenticated method, also is impor-
tant protocol by requiring a username and password before being allowed access to resources. In
2001, Lin et al. proposed the optimal strong-password authentication protocol, called (OSPA) which
is a one-time password method by verifying with the different verifier every time for affirming its
identity. However, Chen-Ku and Tsuji-Shimizu pointed respectively out that OSPA is vulnerable
to the stolen-verifier attack and impersonation attack. In this paper, we shall propose the improved
protocol secure against the known attacks to enhance the security
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1. Introduction

In many systems, the user authentication is widely applied and discussed in security services. Today,
new technologies of user authentication have been developed by using fingerprint readers, iris scanners,
voice readers, etc. However, these new technologies can not fit the general public and be efficiently
implemented like WWW and E-mail. User authentication must be able to prevent that the illegal user
uses the secret data in the personal or organization [7, 15]. Hence, two parties of the communication
must be verified by registered previously identity and the secret verifier.

Now, existing password authentication is a simple and efficient authentication mechanism; the user
uses the username as identity and letters of alphabet and numbers as secret verifier to verify a legal
identity in many systems. Unfortunately, using the easy-to-remember password as a secret verifier will
easily be gussied by dictionary attack to forge the right identity. In security requirement, the well-known
password protocols had been proposed [3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13] to enable a legitimate user to login the
designated system for accessing resources.

Existing password authentication methods can be classified into strong and weak passwords. Com-
pared with weak password, the strong password can resist a guess attack. In 1981, the Lamport firstly
proposed the password authentication scheme [6] using a one-way function to protect against eaves-
dropping and password file theft. However, Lamport’s scheme not only has high overhead but also suf-
fers from replay and man-in-the-middle attacks. Later, a simple strong-password authentication scheme
(SAS) in [12] was proposed by Sandirigama et al. who claimed that it had low storage, processing,
and transmission overheads without more advanced public-key cryptosystem and other key exchange
techniques, and it can resist the man-in-the-middle attack [16].

In 2001, Lin et al. [9] pointed out that the replay and denial of service attacks can not be resisted
in SAS protocol. Simultaneously, Lin et al. also proposed an optimal strong-password authentication
protocol which can resist the stolen-verifier, replay attack and denial of service attacks, called (OSPA).
Nevertheless, Chen and Ku [2] shown that an adversary passes on next time login when the user’s pass-
word is stolen by the adversary. Later, Tsuji and Shimizu in [14] pointed out that OSPA is vulnerable to
the impersonation attack. By the intercepted transmissions of(n − 1)th to (n + 1)th sessions in public
channel, an adversary can simply impersonate a legitimate user into system. In 2004, Chang et al. pro-
posed a strong-password authentication protocol to resist the server spoofing attack [1]. However, their
protocol did not solve the impersonation attack pointed out by Tsuji and Shimizu.

In this article, we shall propose an improved scheme that enhances OSPA to resist the stolen-verifier,
impersonation, and denial-of-service attacks. This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
review the OSPA protocol. Then, we shall propose our protocol in Section 3. The security analysis of
our proposed protocol is discussed in Section 4. Our brief conclusion will be given in Section 5.

2. The OSPA Protocol

In this section, we briefly review Lin et al.’s protocol [9]. There are mainly two phases in their scheme:
the registration phase and authentication phase. The registration phase is invoked and initialled only
once in a secure channel. When a user wants to get the resource of certain system, the authentication
procedure must be performed for it. The two phases are described as follows.

We first define the notations used in this paper in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations used in this article

Notations Description

A an identity of user

S an authentication server

P a password of a user

h(·) a one-way function, whereh(message) is hashed once,

andh2(message) is hashed twice.

n an integer which indicates times of authentication sessions

⊕ a bitwise XOR operation

2.1. Registration Phase

In OSPA protocol, the initial registration phase is shown in the following steps:

Step 1.A computesh2(P ⊕ 1), whereA registers onS and a passwordP is chosen by the userA.
Step 2.A sends a message{A, h2(P ⊕ 1)} to S through a secure channel.
Step 3.S stores the registration message{A, h2(P ⊕ 1), n} and initially setsn = 1 in database for

identifying the legitimate userA.

2.2. Authentication Phase

The userA performs thenth authentication protocol to log in.

Step 1.A sends a login request toS.
Step 2.S returns a sequence numbern to A.
Step 3.A calculates the authentication message{c1, c2, c3} and sends{c1, c2, c3} to S for login,

where




c1 = h(P ⊕ n)⊕ h2(P ⊕ n)
c2 = h2(P ⊕ (n + 1))⊕ h(P ⊕ n)
c3 = h3(P ⊕ (n + 1)).

Step 4.S receivedc1, c2 and c3, check if c1 6= c2 holds. If it does,S calculatesh(P ⊕ n) =
c1⊕h2(P +n) andh2(P⊕(n+1)) = c2⊕h(P⊕n). Later,S checks ifc3 = h2(P⊕(n+1))
equal. If the equation holds,S storesh2(P ⊕ (n + 1)), replacesh2(P ⊕ (n)) and computes
n = n + 1 for next session. If the answer does not hold, it means that the authentication
phase fails.

3. The Proposed Protocol

In this section, we propose a secure OSPA Protocol. Basically, the protocol is composed of the two
phases which are the registration phase and the authentication phase. We shall describe the two phases
as follows.
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3.1. Registration Phase

In the registration phase, the notations{A,S, P, h(·), n,⊕} are the same as those in the Section 2. The
registration phase only is executed once for registering each user.

Step R1. When the userA registers in systemS, A selects anA’s password and calculatesh2(P ⊕1).
Step R2.A sends{A, h2(P ⊕ 1)} to S through a secure channel.
Step R3.S stores{A, h2(P⊕1)⊕h(SKS , A), n} in database, and initially assignsn = 1 for verifying

the identity ofA.

Our modified registration phase is illustrated in Figure 1.

User(A) Server(S)

-

¾

(1){A, h2(P ⊕ 1)}

(3) a finished message

(2)

check: identity of A

set: n = 1
store: A,n, h2(P ⊕ 1)

⊕h(SKS , A)

Figure 1. The registration phase of the proposed protocol

In Step R1, the userA calculatesh2(P ⊕ 1) and sendsh2(P ⊕ 1) andA of identity toS through
a secure channel, wheren is a session time. After receiving the registration information in server side,
the serverS computesh2(P ⊕ 1) ⊕ h(SKS , A), storesA, h2(P ⊕ 1) ⊕ h(SKS , A) and setsn = 1 in
database for next login of user authentication. Additionally, the secret keySKS is used to protect the
stored data.

3.2. Authentication Phase

When the user logins in the system, thenth authentication procedure is executed and illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 as follows.

Step A1. A sends a login request toS.
Step A2. S responds a challenge toA with nth sequential number andh2(P ⊕ n) ⊕ r from the

calculatedh2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(SKS , A)⊕ h(SKS , A) on the database, wherer is selected as a
new random number.

Step A3. WhenA receivedn andh2(P ⊕ n)⊕ r, A calculates{r, c1, c2, c3, c4} as follows:




r = r ⊕ h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h2(P ⊕ n)
c1 = h3(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(r)⊕ h(h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ (n + 1))
c2 = h(P ⊕ n)⊕ h2(r)
c3 = h(h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(r))⊕ h2(P ⊕ (n + 1))
c4 = h3(P ⊕ (n + 1))⊕ h3(r).
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Next,A sends{c1, c2, c3, c4} to S.
Step A4. WhenS receivesc1, c2, c3 and c4, S first retrievesh2(P ⊕ n) in database by utilizing

{SKS , A} and calculates{h(r), h2(P ⊕ n)} as follows:

{
h(r) = c1 ⊕ h(h2(P ⊕ n))⊕ h(h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ (n + 1))
h2(P ⊕ n) = h(c2 ⊕ h2(r)).

Then,S first checks whetherh2(P ⊕n) = h(c2⊕ h2(r)). If it holds,S calculates{h2(P ⊕
(n + 1)), h3(P ⊕ (n + 1))} as follows:

{
h2(P ⊕ (n + 1)) = c3 ⊕ h(h2(P + n)⊕ h(r))
h3(P ⊕ (n + 1)) = c4 ⊕ h3(r).

Otherwise, the authentication phase fails. Later, ifh(h2(P⊕(n+1))) equals toh3(P⊕(n+
1)), the userA is authenticated. Finally, the serverS updatesh2(P ⊕ (n+1))⊕h(SKS , A)
and setsn = n + 1 for the next authentication session in the database. Otherwise, the user
A cannot pass the authentication.

User(A) Server(S)

-

¾

(1)a login request

(3) h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ r, n

(2)

check: identity of A

calculate:

h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(SKS , A)

⊕h(SKS , A), r

(4)calculate:

r = r ⊕ h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h2(P ⊕ n)

c1 = h3(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(r)⊕ h(h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ (n + 1))

c2 = h(P ⊕ n)⊕ h2(r)

c3 = h(h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(r))⊕ h2(P ⊕ (n + 1))

c4 = h3(P ⊕ (n + 1))⊕ h3(r)

-
(5) c1, c2, c3, c4

(6)

calculates and check:

h(r) = c1 ⊕ h(h2(P ⊕ n))⊕ h(h2(P ⊕ n)⊕ (n + 1))

h(c2 ⊕ h2(r))

(7) next if h2(P ⊕ n) = h(c2 ⊕ h2(r)):

h2(P ⊕ (n + 1)) = c3 ⊕ h(h2(P + n)⊕ h(r))

c4 ⊕ h3(r)

(8) next if h(h2(P ⊕ (n + 1))) = c4 ⊕ h3(r):

updateh2(P ⊕ (n + 1))⊕ h(SKS , A) and n = n + 1

Figure 2. The authentication phase of the proposed protocol
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4. Security and Performance Analysis

4.1. Security Analysis

In this section, we shall evaluate the security of our protocol on existing and possible attacks, which
include the guessing attack, stolen-verifier problem, replaying attack, and impersonation attack.

Guessing attack:We assume and imagine that our protocol must be executed over a public network.
An attacker can intercept the transmitted messages from the public network. He/She tries to guess
user’s passwordP using guessing attack. Assume that an attacker intercepts user authentication session
{n, h2(P⊕n)⊕r, c1, c2, c3, c4}. The attacker is unable to deduce the passwordP because of unknowing
r, wherer is a long random number. The attacker should guess two valuablesr andP simultaneously,
so it is a difficult computation.

Stolen-verifier problem: Assume that an adversary has successfully stolen the verifier of password
h2(P ⊕n)⊕h(SKS , A) from the server. Neither can he or she recoverP from h2(P ⊕n)⊕h(SKS , A),
nor utilize the interceptedA’s (n − 1)th session{n, h2(P ⊕ n) ⊕ r, c1, c2, c3, c4} to forge thenth au-
thentication. Although an adversary can steal the verifier of passwordh2(P ⊕ n)⊕ h(SKS , A), he/she
cannot deriveP andh(P ⊕ n) because they are protected by a strong one-way function. There fore, our
protocol can resist stolen-verifier attacks.

Replaying attack: To resist the replay attack, the user must update the verifier in each login session.
In our protocol, the next verifierh2(P ⊕ (n + 1)) is hidden asc3 is an implicit verifier in the previous
nth session. The messagesc3 andc4 cannot only ensure the validity of next verifier, but also can stop
an attacker login the server by replaying the previously intercepted authentication session. Therefore, an
attacker has not got the chance to forge updated message for next authentication, from previous session.

Impersonation attack: When the user tries to login the server on the(n+1)th authentication session,
we assume that an attacker has intercepted transmission package from the(n − 1)th to the(n + 1)th
authentication sessions. However, the forged{c1, c2, c3, c4} on (n + 1)th authentication session cannot
be passed by the verifier because an attacker cannot knowh(P ⊕ n) andr. In addition,r is changed in
each authentication session for hiding the updated and verified messages. Therefore, an attacker has no
chance to login the server by executing the impersonation attack. Note that, the server does not need to
remember ther in his/her memory. The server can use the stored verifier to derive theh(r). Then the
server can verify the login user by using the authentication phase.

4.2. Performance Analysis

In this section, we shall analyze the performance of our proposed protocol in real environment. First,
assume thatTH denotes a time for computing the adopted hash function. In the registration phase, the
client side computes2TH for h2(P⊕n) and the server calculates oneTH to update and store{A, h2(P⊕
1), n}. In the authentication phase, the server must compute oneTH for obtaining verifierh2(P ⊕n) and
response a challenge, when the server received a login request message. To generate{r, c1, c2, c3, c4} is
required by12TH for a challenge in client side. Then, the server computes{h2(P ⊕ n), h(r), h(c2 ⊕
h2(r))} by 5TH for firstly checking whetherh2(P ⊕n) = h(c2⊕h2(r)). Next, the server must compute
{h2(P ⊕ (n + 1)), c4 ⊕ h3(r), h(h2(P ⊕ (n + 1)))} by 3TH . Later, the server only computes oneTH

to update the new verifiers.
The simulation is performed with a simulator implemented in Java. We have done an experiment to

execute software performance. In simulation, using PC (2.0 GHz Pentium-4 CPU with 512 MB RAM)
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and Java language (JDK 1.4) estimates each phase which is needed the executed time in server side and
client side, separately. Besides, we assume that both of the hash function uses MD5 algorithm and the
packages transferred between the client and server are unimpeded. We simulate our proposed protocol
50 times. The average of 50 times of simulation is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Execution time (ms) for our protocol using MD5

Our protocol

Client Server Client (ms) Server (ms)

Registration phase 2TH 1TH 1.31 0.66

Authentication phase 12TH 9TH 16 15

5. Conclusion

In this article, we have examined recently existing attacks in [2, 14]. We have also proposed a secure opti-
mal strong-password authentication protocol. Our protocol is secure enough against guessing, replaying,
stolen-verifier, and impersonation attacks. Besides, our protocol also can work efficiently.
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